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European Volcanoes’ Night (www.volcanoesnight.com) is a “volcanic eruption” of art, culture, music, gastronomy,
school activities, geotourism, exhibitions and scientific debates. The event aims to bring together members of the
general public with scientists who work on the study of volcanoes, in order to meet and ask questions in a relaxed
and welcoming setting. It is open to both locals and tourists who appreciate the beauty and power of this natural
phenomena. This celebration gives attendees, and in particular young people, the opportunity to meet researchers
in a relaxed and festive setting, which will feature many activities and which will be used to highlight the attractiveness of a career research on one of the most attractive natural phenomena; volcanoes. The 2016 European
Volcanoes’ Night was held at 16 different municipalities of Spain, France, Hungary, Italy, Portugal, United Kingdom and Cape Verde on September 30, 2016, coinciding with the celebration of “European Researchers’ Night”
held annually throughout Europe and neighbouring countries the last Friday of September. The spirit of the European Volcanoes0 Night fits perfectly in the aim of the ERN, trying to close the gap between the scientific community
and the rest of the society. In this case, volcanoes are the driving force of this event, celebrating the singularity of
living on volcanoes, and how these affect our daily lives, our culture and our heritage. European Volcanoes0 Night
also celebrates volcano science, with avantgarde talks and presentations on different volcanic topics and becomes
a meeting point for children discovering volcanoes as a pastime or a leisure topic, making this event a must for
tourists and locals wherever has been held. At the end of 2016 European Volcanoes0 Night, almost 150 activities
were performed for thousands of spectators, a big success that confirms something as crucial as science as a communication issue, and as a tool to strengthen the ties between researchers and their communities. Now we are
planning the 2017 European Volcanoes’ Night and looking for additional institutions and municipalities to join
this volcano adventure.

